~~ Weather Disasters Increase as Dwarf Star Approaches ~~
Three decades ago, Drs. Robert Harrington and Thomas Van Flandern
of the U.S. Naval Observatory, in The NEW YORK TIMES [see below],
reported the detection of a brown dwarf star, and they said that it is
"within the gravitational force field of our Sun."
Since this brown dwarf is not in a circular orbit, then even today it is
being pulled ever deeper into our Solar System. In recent years, among
the outer planets, we have seen storms, positional shifts and variations
in their wizard's eyes, in their ring systems, and in their facial landscapes,
suggesting external gravitational and/or magnetic provocations [dwarf
stars, like our Sun, are magnetic transmitting antennae]. Jupiter's Belt
has altered and has even vanished, suggesting that it has been subjected
to external plasmatically-electric or magnetic stimuli. Comets have
crashed into Jupiter over the past two decades at an extraordinary rate,
suggesting that a bee swarm of comets has been dragged in by some
massive intruding gravititational beehive. Our Sun has been both excited
and quieted, suggesting heliospheric penetrations from a deep space
object(s), a phenomenon which would attract and collimate plasma so as
to electrically discharge streams of plasma current back to their solar
source, or sometimes away from their solar source, in plasmatically
electrical flirtations with an outer planet, as the intruder underpasses a
near-orbiting outer planet [Dr. Harrington had set out to telescopically
prove that this dwarf star is coming in from below the Ecliptic, through
the southern skies, which would explain the quasi-secretive construction
of the South Pole Telescope]. Whether this intruding object causes
electrical discharges to the Sun or to an outer planet whose orbital
position happens to be within electrical striking range, its tendency to
discharge would generally be heightened by our Solar System's unusually
plasma-soaked, electrically conductive spatial medium, a medium whose
conductivity was originally intensified by the very source which excited the
Sun to spew out chronically strong space-electrifying solar winds (i.e. the
source being this inflying plasma-attracting,
Sun-zapping dwarf star). So, we may have been seeing an avalanche-like
effect -- sort of like spouses badgering back and forth until they wind up
shouting at one another -- to analogize this growing electrical firefight
between Sun and heliospheric penetrator.
And, for over a decade, our hapless bystander, Planet Earth, has been in
the throes of diverse traumas, ranging from geographically side-by-side
(and chronologically back-to-back) floods/droughts, epic hot/cold spells,
epic snowfalls, extraordinarily strong windstorms exhibiting bizarre
patterns and effects, such as derechoes and haboobs, chronic bizarre
out-of-season and seasonally inverted weather patterns, extraordinary
seismicity and volcanism, an unprecedented runaway of Earth's magnetic
poles, anomalous magnetic rashes blotting Earth's face, as well as geodensity rashes due to thermal convections (plumes) in the mantle, and
also, due to what I have offered as my theory that Earth's solid metal
inner core has been magnetically forced off of Earth's center and is now
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revolving, as well as rotating, within the molten metal outer core, thus
generating our now sustained rollercoaster-like jetstream pattern, which,
in turn, creates that chronically clashing hot/cold boundary which is
ripping out storm after storm in all regions of our planet.
Please see my theory: "Earth's Core Off-Center" at the very end of this
multi-part report. John DiNardo
Part 1)
Prof. James McCanney has contacts among astronomers in Australia:
"Leaks are coming out all over the place revealing that 'a mini-solar
system is moving into our Solar System.' You are on your own!
Be prepared!" he advises.
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/shows2/Dinardo_CD-2_09.mp3
Part 2)
The WASHINGTON POST:
The U.S. Government's National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(N.A.S.A.) excitedly announces the discovery of Planet X, which they then
deceitfully call "a mystery body," after previously calling this object
"the long sought Planet X" eleven months earlier in a landmark NEW YORK
TIMES report heralding the launch of N.A.S.A.'s Infrared Astronomical
Satellite. N.A.S.A.'s I.R.A.S., they stated, was built and launched with the
specific mission of sighting that infrared light-emitting brown dwarf star
which Dr. Harrington and others called "Planet X." Astronomers estimate
brown dwarf stars to be as massive as one thousand Earth-masses, as a
minimum estimation.
JD
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151302419027774&l=c4a2513112
Part 3)
The NEW YORK TIMES: "Clues Get Warm in the Search for Planet X":
N.A.S.A. and other leading astronomers and astrophysicists proudly herald
the launch of their Infrared Astronomical Satellite, and they declare that the
purpose of this mission is to sight what they term, "the long sought Planet X."
JD
http://yowusa.com/planetx/2009/planetx-2009-02a/nyt-30jan1983-planetx.gif
Part 4)
Late Night in the Midlands radio show, hosted by Michael Vara:
Discussion of the New York Times report of a brown dwarf star
(larger than Jupiter) declared to be so close that it is now a
part of our Solar System. JD
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/mp3_misc/Dinardo/PlanetX%20JAD%20LNMradio
%2011-21-13_1.mp3
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Part 5)
TruTV: Gov. Jesse Ventura at Cheyenne Mountain & Denver Airport in Colorado:
HERE, WE SEE JUST ONE OF THE SECRET UNDERGROUND CITIES INTO WHICH
THE RULING ELITE INTEND TO DESCEND BEFORE MAJOR EARTH DISASTERS
STRIKE.
JD
https://vimeo.com/119084771
Part 6)
The DAILY MAIL, United Kingdom, April 8, 2015 . . .
HEADLINE:
"Why IS the US Military Moving Back into 'Stargate' Base Deep Under the
Rocky Mountains a Decade After it was Abandoned? -- Cheyenne Mountain
Complex Being Refurbished by Pengaton"
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3031041/Why-military-moving-Stargate-base-deepRocky-Mountains-decade-abandoned.html
Part 7)
Regarding these currently increasing Earth disasters, the late Pastor
David J. Smith convinces us that God offers us hope of survival, both
here-and-now, and eternally.
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/mp3_misc/Dinardo/PlanetX_DavidJSmith_Finale.
mp3
Part 8)
The NEW YORK TIMES: "Space Craft Launched to Detect Planet X"
The Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 Space probes are launched to detect the
gravitational pull from N.A.S.A.'s brown dwarf star named "Planet X".
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150332926242774&l=d7e47d992e
Part 9)
The third largest news magazine in the United States,
U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, reports that N.A.S.A.'s Infrared Astronomical
Satellite successfully sighted the brown dwarf star which was causing
perturbations in the orbits of Uranus and Neptune, noticed since the early
1800s. This brown dwarf star had been named "Planet X" in 1910 by
astronomer Percival Lowell, and N.A.S.A. had published a document in the
late 1980s by Dr. Robert S. Harrington, chief astronomer of the United
States Naval Observatory, titled: "The Search for Planet X."
Finally, the discovery of what The NEW YORK TIMES called,
"the long sought Planet X" is herein reported in US News & World Report.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150544228677774&l=e37d68009c
Theoretical Discourse:
"An Off-Centering of Earth's Core is Causing Severe Weather Patterns"
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/Dinardo/Earth's-Core-Off-Center.pdf
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